Abstract. This paper discusses the context of ITIL framework and management of information security. It is therefore a summary study, where the first part is focused on the safety objectives in connection with the ITIL framework. First of all, there is a focus on ITIL process ISM (Information Security Management), its principle and system management. The conclusion is about link between standards, which are related to security, and ITIL framework.
INTRODUCTION
Information security was in an earlier version of ITIL v2 included as a separate publication entitled Security Management. However in ITIL v3, the information security management (ISM -Information Security Management), is taken as a process. There it is defined as "a process that ensures the confidentiality, integrity and availability of assets of the organization, information, data and IT services. Information Security Management usually forms part of an organizational approach to safety management, which has a wider extent than just the operation of IT services, but it also applies to the handling of paper documents, access control systems, phones, etc., for the whole organization. "
Information Security Management within the ITIL v3 is comprehensively solved in the publication Service Design (Service Design) in 4.6 Information Security Management (Information Security Management). According to this methodology is the goal of Information Security Management is security of information technology and business processes to ensure the safety of all activities of management services.
PRINCIPLES OF ISM
ISM process should help to gather and process all problems and issues of information security. At the same time should ensure the creation, maintenance and enforcement of information security policy to include procedures for correct and incorrect use of all IT systems and services.
Security Policy
The security policy of the organization is one of the main pillars of information security management system. It is important to be clearly defined. Determines the framework for information security of organization, and after approval by the top management it is binding for all employees and other entities that are in contact with the ICT services of organization.
The security policy must be in accordance with the policy of the organization. It defines basic strategy, goals, attitudes, roles, responsibilities and principles regarding activities related to information security.
According to ITIL security policy includes:
Policy of correct and incorrect handling of IT assets, Access control policy, Control policies passwords e-mail policy Internet Policy, Anti-virus policy Information classification policy, 
Control
The objective is to create a management framework to begin the process of information security and organizational structure for the preparation, approval and implementation of an information security policy. Also it is included the allocation of responsibilities and the creation of control of necessary documentation.
Plan
Planning focuses on the design and recommendation of appropriate security measures based on the requirements of the organization. These requirements are obtained from sources such as sales and service risks, plans and strategies, SLA (Service Level Agreements) and OLA (Operational Level Agreements), and the legal, moral and ethical responsibility for information security.
Implementation
The objective ISMS implementation is properly apply the appropriate processes, tools and control mechanisms to sufficiently support the security policy.
Evaluation
This point is the surveillance and control of compliance with security policies and security requirements of a regular audit of technical security of IT systems. In some cases, it can also provide information to external auditors and regulators.
Maintenance
This section is trying to improve the security agreement and improving the implementation of security measures and controls. 
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